Section 6. Section 3 deals with recalling certain results concerning the structure of homotopy groups of wedges of spheres from [1] and deriving a few useful corollaries. At the end of Section 5 we also give an example to illustrate the fact that not all split subalgebras, are ^-invariant.
The author is thankful to the referee for his suggestions (particularly 1.2, 1.3 and 4.2) leading to the present improved presentation of this paper.
In the sequel, all spaces are assumed to be connected CW-complexes, with each cell oriented. All Poincaré complexes are oriented. Homology and cohomology modules are taken with trivial Z-coefficients unless specifically mentioned otherwise. T will always denote the w-dimensional torus S l X . . . X S 1 (n-copies).
1. Some general results.
THEOREM. Let f : X -> Y be any map of n-dimensional Poincaré complexes X and Y. Then /#(TIX)
has finite index r in TT\Y if deg/ T* 0; moreover if r < oo then r divides deg /. In particular if deg / = 1 then fi : TIX -» 7Ti Y is onto. acts trivially on Z. Let Y be the universal covering space of Y (and hence that of F also). Then
_ P Proof. We first claim that if Y -» F is an infinite covering of Y, then

H t (T) =H i (C*(?)® z ,.Z)
and
H^Y-A) = H i (C^Y)^) Zv A)
by definition. Since C*(F)®z*'Z^C*(F)® z ,Zir® Zr ,Z = C *( p ) ®z«A,
we have H t (?) ~ H t (Y; A). Now by duality, H n (Y;A) ^H Q (Y;A) ^H Q (w;A) = A\
the submodule of invariant elements in A. If 7r ; has infinite index in T then A w = 0 and hence H n (V) = 0. We now let T' = f$(iriX). Clearly there is a lift/ : X -> Y of /, i.e., P °f -f-If TT' has infinite index in 7r, then since H n (T) = 0 we have /• = p* o/* = 0 on H n (X) i.e., deg/ = 0. Further if ir' has finite index r in 7T it is known that F is an w-dimensional Poincaré complex and p : F-> F is of degree r (see [4] ). Since
deg/ = deg (^> o/) = (deg£) • (deg/)
it follows that r\ deg/. In particular if deg/ = 1 then r = 1 and hence /# : 7riZ -> 7Ti F is onto.
LEMMA. A simply connected CW-complex X has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres if and only if the following conditions hold: 1) H*(X) is free 2) The Hurewicz homomorphism h : T+(X) -> H+iX) is surjective.
Proof. Let «i : S Hi -•> X be such that {A([a<])} * forms a basis for H+(X). Then V a t : V S Hi -» X induces a homology isomorphism. Since X is simply connected, n t ^ 2. Hence V S** is also simply connected. Hence V a t is a homotopy equivalence. The converse is clear. Proof. Apply the above lemma.
PROPOSITION. Let X be a nilpotent space, K>^>TTIX-»G be an exact sequence of groups and X -• X be the covering corresponding to the normal subgroup K of mX. Then G acts nilpotently on H*(X).
The proof of this proposition can be found in [7] page 406-7 except for change of notations. Proof, a) Since/ is a degree one map/* : H*(X) -* H*(Y) is split surjective. Hence we can apply Proposition 1.3. b) Since X is a nilpotent space wiX is nilpotent. From 1.1 /* : T\X -• > 7Ti Y is surjective and hence TTI Y is also nilpotent. We shall now show that 7i*iF acts nilpotently on H*(Y), where F is the universal covering space of F, and then appeal to 11.2.19 of [5] to conclude that F is a nilpotent space. Let K = ker/#. Then from 1.4 TT\Y acts nilpotently on H+(X), where X is the covering space of X corresponding to the subgroup K of TV\X. Treating Z,iri F as a 7riX-module via /# : wiX -> 7n F we have ZTIF~ZITIA:® ZK Z and hence
H^X)^H m (X;ZnY).
Since/ : X -» F is of degree one, from Lemma 2.2 of part I in [9] U Proof. This follows directly from 2.3 and evaluating both the sides on each gj for j such that r$ -2k + r. = £ x"V(g/) = g/fe w) • We shall now give a simple algebraic description of ty g on H*{T\ Z 2 ) for suitably chosen g with respect to the product structure of T. Let A*(w, Z 2 ) denote the exterior algebra on n generators {ë*}i^^n over Z Then there is a homotopy equivalence g : V -» 2 T such that
Proof. The existence of g satisfying condition (i) is obvious. Let g' : F -» 2T be one such. Let a : F -• F be defined by Then it is easily verified that a is a homotopy equivalence and taking
is actually nomotopic to the projection map and hence "nice".
2.14. THEOREM. If g satisfies the conditions in 2.13, then ^9 = ^e.
Proof. By 2.11 it suffices to show that for every
Hence for any B, with #J3 = 2k,
by 2.13. Hence * 0B (g A ) = 0 for every B with #5 = 2k (by 2.1). Hence ^(iu) = 0-This completes the proof of 2.14.
We conclude this section with the following proposition. Let T k denote the quotient space T/T^h ) and q : T-> T k the quotient map, for any 4^1. 
are defined by
Pi# ( is the boundary homomorphism. From Theorem II of [1] it follows that Then it follows that/*(e 3 ') = ^3 and hence 0 = /*((X/ u bx 2 f ) r\ X*') = /*((/* (xo u/*(X 2 » n x 3 ') = (Xi u x 2 ) r\f*(xj) = (x\ u x 2 ) n x 3 .
4. Cell structure of stunted tori.
4.1. As in 2.12 fix a product structure on 7^ = S l X S l X . . . X S 1 . For any complex X let X t denote the quotient space X/X (0 . The aim of this section is to describe the cell structure of T t (for n ^ 3t + 2) obtained from the cell structure of T. where D ranges over subsets of N such that 2k -1 < #B = r ^ 3fc -1. For any ^4 C JV let L (^4 ) be defined likewise. Various inclusion maps will be denoted by t, the precise meaning being clear from the context.
LEMMA. If K is a (t -I)-connected complex of dimension <2t and if H
T K has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres, then K has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres.
Proof. The attaching maps of the cells of K are all in the stable range and stably trivial and hence trivial. we obtain a homotopy equivalence
Then clearly one obtains a homotopy equivalence
By the naturality of the homotopy exact sequence and the fact that
it is easily checked that for any D C Dj,
The corresponding compatibility property for {M(£0> M£*)} now follows. 
THEOREM. In Theorem 4.6 the family {v{D), h(D)} can be so chosen that if \i
We shall prove that, in 7r r _i( with respect to a fixed total ordering ^ on A. It is easily checked that F and G do not depend upon the total ordering, however. As in Section 3, using the Jacobi identity, if necessary. To see the second part of the lemma let Proof. We induct on r. For r = 2k we have [MD 2 *] = i*D 2k and from 3.2 the conclusion follows. Now assume that for all r' < r the lemma holds and 2k < r <i 3k -2. From (4.14) (r) we obtain 
J(D, B) = {(A, A'A") e J/A \J A' = D, A" = B).
Then the family {J(D, B)} clearly defines a partition of the set /. Moreover, it is easily seen that M = M C\ G is generated by elements X(D,B)= YJ àA,D-A[[VA,VD-A],VB]
where
is again the obvious quotient map. It is easily seen that / induces isomorphism of the top dimensional homology groups and hence using 3.3 and 3.4 we conclude that
(where f is the restriction of/ to c(/i)
Now using 3.1 the proof of
Step I is completed.
Step II. For any subset C of N with #C < n,
where t c is the identity map if #C < 2k. As in Step I, using 4.4(iii) we first observe that the map a{C) o p c o h is homotopic to i c op c and hence (*c)#o (PCMMAT] = 0.
We shall now complete the proof of 4.14. Consider the case n = 2k.
Step II, together with 3.1 implies that Im $ AA >-components of [/x;vL for A C\ A' j£ Sb, are zero. Then Step I proves 4.14(2&). Now assume that we have proved (4.14) (r) for all r < n and 2k < n ^ 3ife -1. From Step I we have [n N ] = fi N + x for some x = Xi + #2 say, with Xi € F n _i + G n -i and x 2 6 G (of course G n _i and G are zero unless w = 3fe -1).
From
Step II we obtain that for every proper subset C oî N But both x 2 and /#(x 2 ) (i G and hence /#(x 2 ) -x 2 G M. Since this is true for every/ £ ^4 N , summing over/ Ç ^4^ and using 4.21, we obtain (nl/2)x 2 G M. By 4.17 it follows that x 2 ( E M, as claimed. This completes the proof of 4.14.
A realization theorem.
5.1. Let R be a commutative ring with a unit 1 6 P. By a Poincaré duality algebra P* of dimension n (i.e., P* is a PD n -algebra) over P, we mean a graded, associative, anticommutative algebra p* = 2^ p«> such that (i) p(») = R and (ii) the pairing P^} ® p<»-o -> p(»> = P given by x ® y H-> X U y is dual, i.e., defines an isomorphism P(<> ~Hom (P^-*'>;P) for every i. Here U denotes the multiplication in P*. An algebra map a * . p* _* Q* between two graded algebras P* and Q* is said to be split injective if a {i) : P (?) -» Ç (ï) is split injective for every i.
5.2.
Examples, (i) Let P be a field. Then for any w-dimensional Poincaré complex X, H*(X\ R) is a PZ) n -algebra over R, where the action of ir\(X) on R is trivial.
(
-1) be the truncated polynomial algebra over R generated by an indeterminate X of degree k. Let k be even or 2 = 0 in R. Then R k>n [X] is a PZ}* w -algebra over R with the obvious gradation. If R is a field then , and for every r. The basis {â/} of (?(
gives a dual basis {a t T \ of Ç( r ). We shall use the notation a C\b = &(ô) for every 6 £ Ç( r ) and â £ Q (r) . In this notation â/ P\ a/ = 5 0 -. By tensoring with Z 2 these give rise to bases of Q* ® Z 2 and Q* ® Z 2 etc. We shall drop the notation ® Z 2 from now on and denote by the same symbol the corresponding elements with Z or Z 2 coefficients, the precise meaning being clear from the context. The hypothesis that a* ® Ï (in our new notation, simply a*) is ^-invariant defines a quadratic V on <2* such that Moreover since a* is split injective and X ^J X is even for every X £ #*(C(M)), it follows that 5.9 A t ,t j is even for every j and every /. -> 2M and hence one can easily deduce that/* = a* and hence/* = a*. It now follows that, the identification of H*(c(p)) with <2* is actually an algebra isomorphism also, as desired.
The proof of 5.13 is very much computational and we shall give it at the end of this paper. First we shall state and prove the main theorem of this section using Proposition 5.3 (and hence assuming 5.13).
5.14. THEOREM. Let P* be a PD n -algebra over Z and a* :P*-+ A*(w;Z)
be an algebra map which is split injective. Assume that (i) a* is ty^-invariant for some natural basis <f of A*(w, Z 2 ) and (ii) for some k è 2, P<*> = 0 for 0 < i ^ k -1 and n ^ 3k. Then there is a Poincare complex X and a map f : T -> X such thatf* = a* where H*(X) is identified with P* by some algebra isomorphism H*{X) ~ P*, and A*(w; Z) is identified with H*(T) using the basis S* and a product structure on T.
Remark.
(1) If we drop the "Poincaré duality" from the hypothesis as well as from the conclusion, the theorem would still be true.
(2) The necessity of condition i) above is seen in 2.9. Later in this section we shall illustrate that this is actually non-vacuous. ( 3) The theorem is true for k = 1 also. In this case for P* to be a PZ} w -algebra satisfying the conditions of 5.14, there are only a few candidates and a complete classification can be obtained easily (see eg. [8] ).
Proof of 5.14. Let P* be the algebra obtained by truncating P* at the nth stage i.e., Then clearly / x extends to a map/ : 7^ -» X such that/* = a*. That X is a Poincaré complex now follows from the fact that X is simply connected and P* is a PZ) w -algebra over Z.
We shall now give an example to illustrate that there do exist PD n -algebras P* over Z and split monomorphisms <**:P*-> A*(n;Z) which are not invariant under ty g for any basis S*.
5.16.
Example. Let w = 3& and & ^ 2. Let P* be the subalgebra of A*(n; Z) generated by e A + ë B and e BUC for any three mutually disjoint subsets A, B, C of N with fc elements each. Let a* be the inclusion homomorphism. The assertion that P* is a PD n -algebra and a* is split in-jective is trivial. That P* is not ^-invariant is also trivial. To showthat P* is not ^'-invariant for any ê', we argue as follows: For any n X n matrix M over Z 2 the Laplacian identities can be given as follows (see e.g. [3] which is again a contradiction.
